Abstract: Based on machine vision image feature extraction, the main content extraction edge detection chamber features, based on the analysis of the basic theory and methods of edge detection, edge detection algorithm for several commonly used Sobel, Log and Canny, on which the algorithm is simulated by use of MA TLAB, analyzes the performance characteristics on their respective, given the various applications edge algorithm, the foundation for future engineering practice under the. Realization
Introduction
The Feature extraction of digital image is one of the main contents of the study of image processing, the factor of point, the line and surface as the main features of the image are the hot and difficult domain of research. The edge of line image appears in irregular structure and unstable phenomenon that is mutation point of the signal, which gives the position of image profile. The profile is often some important characteristics that we need in the image edge detection, which requires us to a image edge detection and extract it. The basic idea of edge detection is to detect the edge points in the image, and accordingly connect the edge points into a profile, which then divided the region [1] [2] [3] . The main use of various edge detection algorithm to find the possible enhanced image edge pixel for extraction can greatly reduce the amount of information to be processed but retained the image object shape information，of which the commonly used in image edge detection operators are: Robert operator, Sobels operator, Prewitt operator, Log operator, Canny operator, SUSAN operator, and then the edge detection method based on morphology. Here through research and programming with Matlab simulation analysis of the above algorithm, we get the characteristics of various algorithms and the scope of application, and provide a reference for the right image edge detection technology. Between the adjacent regions of different gray value there is always the edge, which is the result of discrete gray value [4] [5] . This discontinuity is usually easily detected by the method of derivative .Commonly used for edge detection are first-order derivative and two order derivative the commonly used Detection operators are differential operator, LOG operator and Canny operator [6] .
Gradient edge operator
Test operator is used when the jump of gray value property happens in the edges of the image, and the gradient reflects the strength of the edge while Gradient direction reflects the change of intensity of edge information. In image processing, a first order derivative can be achieved by gradient, gradient detection, also known as a derivative method. Any point in image processing gradient is represented by a vector.The magnitude and the direction of this vector respectively:
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The gradient amplitude represents the edge change intensity; gradient direction means the edge direction is vertical. In the actual process of image processing, we use the finite difference instead of a derivative or gradient.
(1) Roberts operator
In the process of image processing, we use a pair of mutually vertical difference to approximate the differential, Roberts operator use the pixel diagonally adjacent to define gradient, the horizontal and vertical gradient template below.
(1-2) In ATLAB using Roberts edge detection operator, in the format: [J, thresh]=edge(I, 'roberts', 35/255) and the effect is shown in the following figure.
Figure1 the image of Roberts operator edge detection As shown by the picture, Roberts makes use of the gradient operation of four pixel equivalent, which is simple but the edge detection is not continuous, and is sensitive to the noise, thus the algorithm is applied to the image edge without noise processing. (2) Prewitt operator Due to the Sensitivity to noise of Roberts operator using four point difference method, we use the 8 point difference approximation of the gradient method to reduce the noise interference, we generally use the average difference gradient, the horizontal and vertical gradient template below.
1 As shown by the Prewitt operator, the gradient operation of 8 pixel equivalent, at the same time average of pixels, from the experimental results, the noise is more obviously ristricted, but some of the edge information is not correctly recognized.
(3) Sobel operator Prewitt operator equally divide the pixels, resulting in some edge which can not be identified, so we zoom in some pixels and and then equally divide the pixels , which formed the Sobel operator. In order to achieve good effect, we only deal with the pixel recently performed on the amplification coefficient, we choose 2, so the gradient template the horizontal and vertical directions respectively: 
(1-4) In ATLAB using Sobel edge detection operator, in the format [J, thresh]=edge(I, 'sobel', [], 'both') and the effect is shown in the following figure. Figure3 the image of sobel operator edge detection As shown by the Sobel operator, using a 8 pixel to do enlarging and dividing operation can effectively restrain the noise, edge extraction, thus the improved Sobel operator can better process image on the gray gradient and noise .
The two derivative operator
Two order differential operator makes use of the zero derivative of images appearing at the edge, that is to use different symbols in the two order derivative of the edge points to extract edge points.
(1) Laplacian operator
In digital image processing, Laplacian operator is defined at any point is:
In ATLAB using Laplacian edge detection operator, in the format [J, thresh]=edge(I, 'zerocross', 0.007)and the effect is shown in the following figure. Figure4 the image of Laplacian operator edge detection As shown by the above ,image is obtained by using the Laplacian operator, is sensitive to noise, so in the digital image processing it is rarely used. (2) LOG operator
The Laplacian operator in the above image is sensitive to noise, in order to solve the unsettled problem, we use the Gaussian to filter image and, and then use the Laplacian operator for edge detection , which can avoid the sensitivity of Laplacian to noise, implementation of the principle of this method is LOG operator. as we know The Gauss function in linear system, using Gauss function for image filter and two order differential operator is equivalent to the first of the two order differential Gauss function, then the image convolution operation, the expression of LOG operator is: 2   2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  4 2 
In ATLAB using LOG edge detection operator, in the format[K, thresh]=edge(J, 'log', [], 2.3) and the effect is shown in the following figure. Figure5 the image of LOG operator edge detection
Summary
From the simulation results can be seen intuitively, each algorithm has its advantages. Therefore, in practical application, satisfactory results can be achieved by analysis of concrete problems and the choice of the best edge detection operator according to the specific circumstances. The classical differential operator theory and the template is simple and easy to operate to detect more accurate positioning and a clear edge, but the details are not complete while the number of edge detection in graph by Robert, Sobel and prewitt operator are incomplete, and it is sensitive to noise. The LOG operator has good continuity with a dominant integrity. In contrast, the LOG operator's edge is thicker, but with more noise points, with best edge linking to show the most clear details and very comprehensive outline of the edge extraction. Based on the detailed analysis of the several typical edge detection operator, it provide scientific theoretical basis for future research and practical application, which has a certain reference value.
